
 

< h1>Your Complete Guide to Kurta Types 
and Styles</h1> 

 

Kurtas are, without a doubt, a style statement. The ethnic-chic garment creates a 

charming look that moves beyond a simple tee-and-jeans combo and into more 

fashionable territories.  

And with so many designers expanding on this classic style, it is time we got down to the 

basics: What is a women’s kurta? And what are its different types and styles? 

By the end of this guide, you’ll be able to answer these questions yourself. So, stick 

around till the end of this read! 

 

<h2>What is a kurta?</h2> 

Let’s begin by answering this all-important question that is on everyone’s mind: What is 

a ladies kurta? 

A kurta for women is a type of shirt for women that was traditionally of a longer length 

and loose fit. A ladies kurta was, in the olden times, made from materials such as cotton 

or silk. With a simple cut and loose fit, this garment’s roots can be traced back to Central 

Asia. 

With time, designer kurtas for women got newer looks and styles. They evolved into 

multifunctional outfits that are loved by all. From office wear to party wear, kurtas for 

women have quickly become a versatile ensemble. 

Ladies long and short kurtas are worn as top-wear and can be paired with a variety of 

bottom wear, from stylish palazzo for women to comfortable leggings for girls. 

 

<h2>Where to wear which ladies kurta design?</h2> 

<h3>Women’s Kurtas for Formal Office Wear</h3> 

https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/palazzos.html
https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/leggings.html


 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/soch-peach-embroidered-poly-georgette-kurti-cwchkku003c.html 

Alt Tag: Pink Formal Wear Designer Kurta for Women 

When attending formal occasions and office meetings, we often fall prey to the mindset 

that playing it safe is our only option. While dressing safe might still be an option, we 

can keep it aside on the days where we feel like putting together a special outfit. 

On those days, women can go for designer kurtas. Stylish printed kurtas with ethnic 

motifs, floral prints, or ornate embroidery are seen as beautiful and polished. Choose a 

sleek, well-tailored designer kurta that flatters your frame, add some simple yet stylish 

accessories, and you’re good to go! 

 

<h3> Women’s Kurtas for Party Wear</h3> 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/soch-peach-embroidered-poly-georgette-kurti-cwchkku003c.html


 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/soch-blue-leheriya-pure-cotton-kurti-fwbldrs0218b.html 

Alt Tag: Blue Leheriya Pure Cotton Party Wear Kurta for Women 

Light up any party with a party wear kurta for women. With a designer kurta, you can 

add just the right amount of fun to your ensemble. When selecting a party wear 

women’s kurta, you’ll want to focus on getting the right kind of fabrics. This includes 

light fabrics like a pure cotton kurta, linen kurta, etc.  

If you’re looking to make more of a style statement, you can give fun patterns a go. 

These include stripes, prints, embroidery, among a variety of others. 

Choosing a loose ladies kurta will maximize your level of comfort, providing a breezy, 

relaxed look. Pair your party wear kurta with block-heeled sandals in a bright colour 

that matches your designer kurta. 

 

<h3> Women’s Kurtas for Traditional Functions</h3> 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/soch-blue-leheriya-pure-cotton-kurti-fwbldrs0218b.html


 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/mustard-rayon-a-line-kurta-cws1ku1102a.html 

Alt Tag: Rayon A-line Kurta for Women 

For a traditional family function, look no further than a designer kurta for women. 

Family functions are an exciting time that get us looking forward to restocking our 

wardrobes again! No matter what the occasion, there is always a stunning designer 

kurta that you can find to match your mood. 

Golden is the colour of celebration: Golden, and colours such as bright yellow, mustard, 

etc, are made for festive functions. They dazzle just right and look beautiful in photos as 

well. 

You not only need an outfit that looks stylish, but it must also feel comfortable. And 

that’s why, it is better to choose a long kurta that not only looks good, but feels good, 

too! So, go for a women’s kurta which makes you feel at ease and is something that you 

can wear all day long, through all the fun festivities and celebrations. This means paying 

attention to the material of your kurta, its fit, and what you pair your kurta with. 

 

<h3> Women’s Kurtas for Casual Wear</h3> 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/mustard-rayon-a-line-kurta-cws1ku1102a.html


 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/navy-blue-silk-blend-a-line-kurta-ews1ku1541a.html 

Alt Tag: Navy Blue Silk Blend Casual Wear Kurta for Women 

When you’re looking to add some serious style to your casual outings, you cannot 

overlook a stylish kurta for women. Relaxed, super comfortable, and oh-so-chic, a 

designer kurta is the perfect item to get you into a fashionable, stress-free zone. 

Choose your casual wear ladies kurta from among comfortable materials like cotton, 

silk-blend, etc, and in  colours like a light yellow, blue, or beige long kurta for women.  

Pick long kurtas with a relaxed silhouette that allows plenty of freedom of movement, 

and one that suits your style. 

Pair your long kurta with flat sandals, which are generally seen as universally flattering. 

This will help create an outfit that you can carry off all day long. 

 

<h2>How to accessorise your kurta</h2> 

<h3>Kurtas + Dupatta</h3> 

https://www.soch.com/in/kurtas-kurtis/kurtas/navy-blue-silk-blend-a-line-kurta-ews1ku1541a.html


Your choice of accessories might make or break your entire look. Needless to say, some 

thought must be put into the kind of accessories you pick to go with your designer 

kurta.  

A designer dupatta is a vital accessory to pulling off a kurta, particularly if you’re still 

unsure about the style. By pairing your kurta with a stylish designer dupatta, you’ll 

define your ensemble in a flattering way.  

We recommend featuring a dupatta in a contrasting colour to your kurta. Doing so will 

add a new dimension to your outfit and break up the monotony, which might otherwise 

seem overwhelming.  

 

<h3>Kurtas + Jewellery</h3> 

Designer kurtas might sometimes need the additional oomph factor. The touch of 

statement jewellery can do just that. Jewelry creates a secondary focal point on your 

outfit, making your style go beyond that of just the kurta. It creates an interesting detail 

that will draw the eyes of those around you. 

Think of adding a chunky neckpiece or a pair of jhumkas. You can also feature a stylish 

designer fashion face mask as a surprising element. In the case of traditional outfits, you 

can also go for a small colourful bindi. 

 

<h2>FAQs about women’s kurtas</h2> 

<h3>How to Layer Women’s Kurtas?</h3> 

A classy way to layer kurta stylish kurta designs for girls is to add a sophisticated and 

chic cardigan or sweater over your designer kurta. Try a formal sweater for office wear, 

and a more festive cardigan with your party wear kurta.  

 

<h3>What Bottom Wear Looks Best With Women’s Kurtas?</h3> 

You can pair a variety of bottom wear with your designer kurta for girls. Formal wear 

kurtas can be teamed with smart pants for women.  

At parties, you can wear your party wear kurta with a stylish skirt for women.  

https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/dupattas.html
https://www.soch.com/in/fashion-masks.html
https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/pants.html
https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/skirts.html


And casual wear kurtas for women can be worn with comfortable leggings or palazzos 

pants. 

https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/leggings.html
https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/palazzos.html
https://www.soch.com/in/bottoms-and-dupattas/palazzos.html

